Organellar non-coding RNAs: emerging regulation mechanisms.
Originally focused on the nuclear and cytosolic compartments, the concept of regulation driven by non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) is extending to mitochondria and chloroplasts. These organelles have distinct genetic systems that need coordination with cellular demands. In mammals, nuclear-encoded microRNAs were found associated with the mitochondria. Some of these contribute to the regulation of mitochondrial transcription and translation. Others were proposed to be stored in the organelles and to be released for regulation of nuclear transcripts. Further ncRNAs of various sizes derive from the mitochondrial genome and it was speculated that organelles host antisense or RNA interference pathways. Long ncRNAs mapping to the mitochondrial DNA seem to operate in the nucleus. Altogether, the origin and trafficking of ncRNAs categorized as mitochondrial in mammals raise questions far beyond the current knowledge. In protozoa, hundreds of guide RNAs specify editing events needed to generate functional messenger RNAs. Only few ncRNAs have been reported in plant mitochondria, but editing sites were revealed in non-coding regions of the organellar genome, suggesting that the corresponding transcripts have a function. Conversely, numerous ncRNA candidates were identified in chloroplasts, essentially mapping to the plastid genome. A synthetic view of the data with their functional implications is given here.